
How to measure if your car fits miniB?

min 93cm
= ok :)
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1. Measure the width of your car's boot between the wheel arches. The minimum 
required width is 93cm. If your car has more than 93cm, it meets the 
requirement and you can proceed to the next step 

Width of the boot? 
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#1 idea - the suggested way of mounting is behind the front seats:
a) Fold down the back row seats. Don't worry if there isn't a flat space from 
the boot to the front seats.
b) Push the driver and passenger seats forward.
c) Tilt their backrests to the front.
d) Measure if a straight line from the closed back door of the boot to the 
backrest of the driver's seat is a minimum of 178cm. Ideally, it should be 
184cm or more.
In this scenario, the platform is supported at the front by a textile belt 
hanging on the headrests of the front seats. Don't worry about capacity; a 
standard headrest can handle a minimum of 150kg, so you have 300kg for both 
together.

Length for bed platform - idea #1 

*optimum 184cm and more

= ok :)

min 178cm

 *measure (d) at level just above edge
of back folded seats

 *transformation to day use means only
3rd part bed up & seats to position

a)
b)

d)

c)
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Length for bed platform - idea #2 

* Please measure (d), however, if you are comfortable sleeping with the roof of the car relatively close in this scenario. 
This space is easy to measure by checking how much is left from the highest part of the front seat when pushed back and 
flat to the roof of the car minus 15cm for the platform construction equipped with the mattress. We suggest that 50cm is 
the minimum for a standard person, which is comparable to a cabin on a yacht - so you would have your "test yacht" :)

#2 idea - the second option is for shorter, smaller cars:
If the length is not enough behind the front seats, it is possible to place the miniB 
in an alternative way in almost ANY car.
a) Start as in #1 idea by folding down the back seats (or even removing them to gain 
more space).
b) Then push the backrests of the front seats to the most flat possible position and 
remove headrests.
c) Above all the seats, there is ENOUGH space to place the full length of the 
platform to sleep.

In this scenario platform is supported in front by optional legs and/or backreasts of 
front seats.

*d)
c)Lenght in almost all cars = OK

* with part of back seats removed there is more flat space
above front backreast for sleeping platform *more of d)

a)
b)


